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Abstract

The current Internet landscape includes sophisticated attacks on websites that disrupt applications from
servicing the intended audiences.  Other types of attacks lead to the unauthorized access and control of
the servers, thereby compromising integrity and confidentiality of data.  The security community has
developed solutions to mitigate these problems.  This paper describes processes and products which
enable website operators to secure their servers and applications from attacks.  A sampling of web
application firewalls (WAFs) is discussed and tested against a number of attacks as part of developing a
systematic process of securing websites.  Certain open source WAFs are used in a testing environment
to determine their effectiveness.



1. Introduction

The landscape of the Internet has been changing, growing tremendously these past decades.  In
a span of more than twenty years, the World Wide Web has become the dominant conduit of
information on the Internet.  Electronic commerce has thrived on the Internet via the Web, with users
and businesses trading in the global marketplace.  

As more users engage with each other on the Internet through the Web, new problems have
risen which threaten the integrity and security of transactions and information.  The infrastructure is
now constantly under attack by nefarious groups and individuals who either seek material gain or seek
notoriety.  This has led the Internet community to develop defenses and best practices against these
attacks.

This paper focuses on securing Web servers using technological tools and best practices.  In
particular, the use of Web Application Firewalls (WAFs) are discussed along with best practices in the
configuration of Web servers.

2. To The Community

The author hopes that this paper gives useful information and insights on how to secure web
servers and applications.  The author wants to thank the dedicated people who constantly work on to
provide the technological infrastructure for securing web servers.

3.  Threats and Attacks

Much of today's websites are dynamic and interactive applications serving information and
transactions to Internet users.  Programming scripts on the server and client sides of these web
applications provide the interactivity and interface to data stores.  Websites use these data stores to
record and retrieve information relevant to the users' requests.  These data stores may simply be text
files or be as complex as a set of database management systems software.

When attackers attempt to break into or disrupt the operation of a website, they exploit bugs in
the web application or the web server software itself.  If there are flaws in the design of the web
application or the web server, these are taken advantage of as well.1-7  Some of these vulnerabilities8

include information leakage, cross-site scripting, abuse of functionality, insufficient authorization and
SQL injection.

There is active research on how to mitigate these vulnerabilities.  Approaches to securing the
web server and application vary but usually involves improving authentication/access controls,
correcting web server and application configurations and properly validating user input.9-12  

4.  Web Application Firewalls

As the number of sites on the World Wide Web increased, so did the prevalence of attacks on
the Web servers and applications.  Commercial and non-commercial entities decided to tackle this
problem by developing products aimed at securing web applications.
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One Web Application Firewall (WAF) presented in this paper is ModSecurity.13  ModSecurity is
probably one of the most popular open source WAF.  As of this writing, version 2.5.7 is the latest
release.  ModSecurity supports Apache, NGINX and Microsoft IIS web servers.  A version for Java is
in beta and supports servers such as Apache Tomcat.

Another WAF presented in this paper is Ironbee.  Ironbee is an open source WAF developed
mostly by the original developers of ModSecurity.14  Since it is in beta, it may not be suitable for
production use yet.

5.  Configuring and Using Web Application Firewalls

In this paper, ModSecurity and IronBee are installed on CentOS Linux 6.5 running Apache
httpd 2.4.  The sources are downloaded from the official sites and compiled with dependencies
installed.

For configuration, the OWASP ModSecurity Core Rule Set.15 are utilized.  Rulesets are needed
for both ModSecurity and IronBee to parse and filter the web traffic.  These rulesets may need to be
customized for use in a particular environment.  For the purpose of this paper, some of the basic
rulesets are utilized as is.  Note that although IronBee and ModSecurity are similar, the syntax for their
rulesets differ.

ModSecurity is compiled and installed as an Apache web server module.  The following
commands are used to configure, build and install the module:

./configure --with-apxs=/opt/apache/bin/apxs \
    --with-apr=/opt/apache/bin/apr-1-config \
    --with-apu=/opt/apache/bin/apu-1-config
make
make installed

The Apache web server configuration file httpd.conf is modified to include the following:

# For mod_security2:
LoadFile /usr/lib64/libxml2.so

…

LoadModule security2_module libexec/mod_security2.so

…

<IfModule security2_module>
Include /etc/opt/apache/extra/httpd-security2.conf
Include /etc/opt/apache/owasp-modsecurity-crs/activated_rules/*.conf
</IfModule>

The file httpd-security2.conf contains directives on how ModSecurity should behave.  Below is an
excerpt of the file:

# -- Rule engine initialization 
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----------------------------------------------

# Enable ModSecurity, attaching it to every transaction. Use detection
# only to start with, because that minimises the chances of post-
# installation disruption.
#
#SecRuleEngine DetectionOnly
SecRuleEngine On

# -- Request body handling 
---------------------------------------------------

# Allow ModSecurity to access request bodies. If you don't, ModSecurity
# won't be able to see any POST parameters, which opens a large 
# security hole for attackers to exploit.
#
SecRequestBodyAccess On

The OWASP ModSecur i ty Core Rule Set is a lso inc luded from the di rec tory
/etc/opt/apache/owasp-modsecurity-crs/activated_rules in the form of config files.

A typical rule in ModSecurity looks like this:

#
# -=[ SQL Operators ]=-
#
SecRule REQUEST_COOKIES|!REQUEST_COOKIES:/__utm/|REQUEST_COOKIES_NAMES|
ARGS_NAMES|ARGS|XML:/* "(?i:(\!\
=|\&\&|\|\||>>|<<|>=|<=|<>|<=>|xor|rlike|regexp|isnull)|
(?:not\s+between\s+0\s+and)|(?:is\s+null)|(like
\s+null)|(?:(?:^|\W)in[+\s]*\([\s\d\"]+[^()]*\))|(?:xor|<>|
rlike(?:\s+binary)?)|(?:regexp\s+binary))" "
phase:2,rev:'2',ver:'OWASP_CRS/2.2.8',maturity:'9',accuracy:'8',capture,t:non
e,t:urlDecodeUni,block,msg
:'SQL Injection Attack: SQL Operator Detected',id:'981319',logdata:'Matched 
Data: %{TX.0} found within 
%{MATCHED_VAR_NAME}: %
{MATCHED_VAR}',severity:'2',tag:'OWASP_CRS/WEB_ATTACK/SQL_INJECTION',tag:'WAS
CTC/
WASC-
19',tag:'OWASP_TOP_10/A1',tag:'OWASP_AppSensor/CIE1',tag:'PCI/6.5.2',setvar:'
tx.msg=%{rule.msg}',s
etvar:tx.sql_injection_score=+%
{tx.notice_anomaly_score},setvar:tx.anomaly_score=+%{tx.notice_anomaly_s
core},setvar:tx.%{rule.id}-OWASP_CRS/WEB_ATTACK/SQL_INJECTION-%
{matched_var_name}=%{tx.0}"

ModSecurity makes use of regular expressions to match rules to web traffic data.

ModSecurity goes through several stages in checking web traffic data:

1    Request headers (REQUEST_HEADERS)
2    Request body (REQUEST_BODY)
3    Response headers (RESPONSE_HEADERS)
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4    Response body (RESPONSE_BODY)

Being an Apache web server module, it takes advantage of the Apache API to perform these tasks.

A sample web site based on Tufts University COMP 116 Fall 2013 Capture The Flag web application is
used to test ModSecurity.  The following tests and the resultant log message is shown below:
    XSS
    ===

Tried to inject this:

Testing 1 2 3
<script>window.alert("Testing 1 2 3");</script>
Is this fair?

[Tue Dec 10 22:26:12.584414 2013] [:error] [pid 15722:tid 140518654686976] [client 
192.168.2.52] ModSecurity: Access denied with code 403 (phase 2). Pattern match 
"\\\\W{4,}" at ARGS:post. [file "/etc/opt/apache/owasp-modsecurity-
crs/activated_rules/modsecurity_crs_40_generic_attacks.conf"] [line "37"] [id 
"960024"] [rev "2"] [msg "Meta-Character Anomaly Detection Alert - Repetative Non-
Word Characters"] [data "Matched Data: \\x22);</ found within ARGS:post: Testing 1 
2 3\\x0d\\x0a<script>window.alert(\\x22Testing 1 2 3\\x22);</script>\\x0d\\x0aIs 
this fair?"] [ver "OWASP_CRS/2.2.8"] [maturity "9"] [accuracy "8"] [hostname 
"ctf.hq.linuxunbound.com"] [uri "/"] [unique_id "UqfbVMCoAjQAAD1qykQAAAAP"]

    SQL Injection
    =============
[Tue Dec 10 22:42:22.199345 2013] [:error] [pid 15723:tid 140518633707264] [client 
192.168.2.52] ModSecurity: Access denied with code 403 (phase 2). Pattern match 
"\\\\W{4,}" at ARGS:password. [file "/etc/opt/apache/owasp-modsecurity-
crs/activated_rules/modsecurity_crs_40_generic_attacks.conf"] [line "37"] [id 
"960024"] [rev "2"] [msg "Meta-Character Anomaly Detection Alert - Repetative Non-
Word Characters"] [data "Matched Data: ' = ' found within ARGS:password: ' OR '1' =
'1'"] [ver "OWASP_CRS/2.2.8"] [maturity "9"] [accuracy "8"] [hostname 
"ctf.hq.linuxunbound.com"] [uri "/login.php"] [unique_id 
"UqffHsCoAjQAAD1ras8AAABR"]

Tried SQL injection attack on 

    system() command via PHP
    ========================
http://ctf.hq.linuxunbound.com/?id=system(“/usr/bin/mysql —user=root —
password=‘Wh@t3ver!Wh@t3ver!’ board -e ‘SHOW TABLES’”);

[Tue Dec 10 22:51:32.256325 2013] [:error] [pid 15722:tid 140518612727552] [client 
192.168.2.52] ModSecurity: Access denied with code 403 (phase 2). Pattern match 
"\\\\W{4,}" at ARGS:id. [file "/etc/opt/apache/owasp-modsecurity-
crs/activated_rules/modsecurity_crs_40_generic_attacks.conf"] [line "37"] [id 
"960024"] [rev "2"] [msg "Meta-Character Anomaly Detection Alert - Repetative Non-
Word Characters"] [data "Matched Data: (\\xe2\\x80\\x9c/ found within ARGS:id: 
system(\\xe2\\x80\\x9c/usr/bin/mysql \\xe2\\x80\\x94user=root 
\\xe2\\x80\\x94password=\\xe2\\x80\\x98Wh@t3ver!Wh@t3ver!\\xe2\\x80\\x99 board 
-e \\xe2\\x80\\x98SHOW TABLES\\xe2\\x80\\x99\\xe2\\x80\\x9d);"] [ver 
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"OWASP_CRS/2.2.8"] [maturity "9"] [accuracy "8"] [hostname 
"ctf.hq.linuxunbound.com"] [uri "/"] [unique_id "UqfhRMCoAjQAAD1qykcAAAAT"]

http://ctf.hq.linuxunbound.com/?id=phpinfo%28%29;

[Tue Dec 10 22:53:34.974478 2013] [:error] [pid 15722:tid 140518602237696] [client 
192.168.2.52] ModSecurity: Access denied with code 403 (phase 2). Pattern match 
"(^[\\"'`\\xc2\\xb4\\xe2\\x80\\x99\\xe2\\x80\\x98;]+|
[\\"'`\\xc2\\xb4\\xe2\\x80\\x99\\xe2\\x80\\x98;]+$)" at ARGS:id. [file 
"/etc/opt/apache/owasp-modsecurity-
crs/activated_rules/modsecurity_crs_41_sql_injection_attacks.conf"] [line "64"] [id
"981318"] [rev "2"] [msg "SQL Injection Attack: Common Injection Testing Detected"]
[data "Matched Data: ; found within ARGS:id: phpinfo();"] [severity "CRITICAL"] 
[ver "OWASP_CRS/2.2.8"] [maturity "9"] [accuracy "8"] [tag 
"OWASP_CRS/WEB_ATTACK/SQL_INJECTION"] [tag "WASCTC/WASC-19"] [tag 
"OWASP_TOP_10/A1"] [tag "OWASP_AppSensor/CIE1"] [tag "PCI/6.5.2"] [hostname 
"ctf.hq.linuxunbound.com"] [uri "/"] [unique_id "UqfhvsCoAjQAAD1qykgAAAAU"]

    HTML embedding
    ==============
Tried to embed YouTube video:

[Tue Dec 10 22:33:25.109499 2013] [:error] [pid 15806:tid 140518644197120] [client 
192.168.2.52] ModSecurity: Access denied with code 403 (phase 2). Pattern match 
"\\\\W{4,}" at ARGS:post. [file "/etc/opt/apache/owasp-modsecurity-
crs/activated_rules/modsecurity_crs_40_generic_attacks.conf"] [line "37"] [id 
"960024"] [rev "2"] [msg "Meta-Character Anomaly Detection Alert - Repetative Non-
Word Characters"] [data "Matched Data: ?:\\x0d\\x0a\\x0d\\x0a found within 
ARGS:post: How about a movie?:\\x0d\\x0a\\x0d\\x0ahttp://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=ZoCyL_Pqzu8"] [ver "OWASP_CRS/2.2.8"] [maturity "9"] [accuracy "8"] [hostname 
"ctf.hq.linuxunbound.com"] [uri "/"] [unique_id "UqfdBcCoAjQAAD2@EYQAAADQ"]

Tried to embed image with <img src>:

[Tue Dec 10 22:39:06.241795 2013] [:error] [pid 15723:tid 140518644197120] [client 
192.168.2.52] ModSecurity: Access denied with code 403 (phase 2). Pattern match "(?
i:([\\\\s'\\"`\\xc2\\xb4\\xe2\\x80\\x99\\xe2\\x80\\x98\\\\
(\\\\)]*?)\\\\b([\\\\d\\\\w]++)
([\\\\s'\\"`\\xc2\\xb4\\xe2\\x80\\x99\\xe2\\x80\\x98\\\\(\\\\)]*?)(?:(?:=|<=>|r?
like|sounds\\\\s+like|regexp)
([\\\\s'\\"`\\xc2\\xb4\\xe2\\x80\\x99\\xe2\\x80\\x98\\\\(\\\\)]*?)\\\\2\\\\b|(?:!=|
<=|>=|<>|<|>|\\\\^|is\\\\s+not ..." at ARGS:post. [file "/etc/opt/apache/owasp-
modsecurity-crs/activated_rules/modsecurity_crs_41_sql_injection_attacks.conf"] 
[line "77"] [id "950901"] [rev "2"] [msg "SQL Injection Attack: SQL Tautology 
Detected."] [data "Matched Data:  the <img found within ARGS:post: Even the <img 
src=\\x22http://l1.yimg.com/av/moneyball/ads/-2-1381428275-8650.jpg\\x22> Warriors 
come."] [severity "CRITICAL"] [ver "OWASP_CRS/2.2.8"] [maturity "9"] [accuracy "8"]
[tag "OWASP_CRS/WEB_ATTACK/SQL_INJECTION"] [tag "WASCTC/WASC-19"] [tag 
"OWASP_TOP_10/A1"] [tag "OWASP_AppSensor/CIE1"] [tag "PCI/6.5.2"] [hostname 
"ctf.hq.linuxunbound.com"] [uri "/"] [unique_id "UqfeWsCoAjQAAD1ras4AAABQ"]

Though attempts to take advantage of vulnerabilities were blocked, some matches do not
correspond to the actual attack used.  For example, the SQL injection attack on the administration page
of the site was detected as something else.  

The compilation of the Ironbee WAF required some libraries and packages not available in
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default installations of CentOS 6.5.  A new version of the Boost C++ Library (version 1.49 and higher
required),  Protobuf from Google16, Ruby and Java were required.  The Ironbee Apache web server
module compiled successfully.  Testing has not been done using the OWASP ModSecurity Core Rule
Set since the syntax for Ironbee differed from that of ModSecurity.  

6.  Conclusion

A web application firewall is a useful defense against common attacks though configuration
may require some effort to customize for a particular application space.  More tests should have been
done to determine metrics on performance impact on the web application and on robustness against
more sophisticated attacks including denial-of-service.  

It is the opinion of the author that sites utilizing sensitive data make use of a web application
firewall.  However, greater importance should be placed on the development of secure web applications
and on the implementation of secure practices.  
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